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Hall Ticket No.:

Please enter you Hall Ticket Number on Page 1 of this question paper and

on the OMR sheet without fail.

Read carefully the following instructions:

1. This Question paper has 2 Sections; Section A and Section B
/

2. Section 4_p/nsists of 25 objective type questions of one mark each.

There is negative marking of 0.33 mark for every wrong answer.

The marks'obtained by the candidate in this Section will be used for resolving

the tie cases.

3. Section B consists of 50 objective type questions of one and half mark each.

There is no negative marking in this Section.

4. Answers are to be marked on the OMR answer sheet following the instructions

provided there upon. An example is shown below

100 @ @o@
5. Olly Non programmable Scientific Calculators are perrnitted. Mobile phone based

calculators a,re not permitted. Logarithmic tables are not allowed.

Hand over the OI\{R sheet at the end of the exa'mination.

This book contains 24 pages

III. Values of physical constants:

c : 3 x108 m/s; h : 6.63 x 10-34

e : 7.6 x 10-le C; l-to : 4x x I0-7
J.s; k6 : 1.38 x L0-23 J lK
Henry/m; €o :8.85 x 10-12 Farad/m
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A. a:-4a(r-b)2
B' u: -4arz - b

C' u: -4a12 +b
D' ?J: -4a12

4. The determinant of the matrix A :

A. 1

B. 1T

C. ir
D,O

SECTION - A
1. The eigenvalues of the matrix

are

A. 0,0

B. 5,0

c. 0,6

D. 5,6

Which one of the following is not an equation of a circle?

11A. -*-:a"v'
B' Y2:a2-12
C. y:1/@+r)(a- r) 

.,
D. x): a cosl,y: o "ffi

The curve shown in the following figure is represented by

,: (; ;)

t.).

(-; ;') *

\
x
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5.

4

The vector A -- Si + 6j is rotated through an angle 45o about the z-axis in the

anticlockwise direction. The resultant vector is

A. 71i+Ii
B. ti+tti
c. fta + f,i
D. hi+ #i

The area swept by the radial vector of the planet Jupiter at equal time intervals is

constant. This is due to

A. the conservation of energy

B. the conservation of linear momentum

C. the elliptical orbit of Jupiter around Sun

D. the conservation of angular momentum

The velocity and acceleration of a particle moving in a twc'dimensional plane (with

unit vectors e, and ep ) in terms of the polar coordinates are

A. f e, + f0 es, (i - f00) e, + (t0 + f0) eu

B. re,+ige6, Q -f02)e, + (6+i6)eg

C. i e, + r0 es, G - 162)€' +\2rd + r0) eg
l

D. 't e, -' r0 es, U,()2) e, + (2f0 * r0) eg

which one of the following plots represent the energy-momentum relation of a rela-

tivistic particle of mass m

A. C.

6.

7.

D.B,

Moilentum
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9. The electric and magnetic components of an electromagnetic wave propagating along
r-direction is respectively described bv

E 4 Eo sin(&r - at); B : Bo sin(kr - ut).

Then which of the following relation is true

A. Eou2 : Bok2

B. EoBo: s\t

C. Eou : Bok

D. Eok: Bou

10. The interaction energy between a dipole having dipole moment lin an electric field E
is

A. FE
B _FE
C. F"E
D. -F" E

11. A charge Q is placed at the centre of a cube of side a. The total flux of the electric
field through the six surfaces of the cube is

oA.'
a(o 

)_olB.a
6eo

at.
(.o

Qa
D.

€o

12. Consider a plane electromagnetic wave :

B : i g expfi(kz - olt)] * A Ezexpli(kz - at t- n)1,

where, k,w,E1 and E2 are all real, This plane wave is split into two, polarized alongr and g directions. If the two waves acquire a path difference of.2rlk and are then
recombined on a screen, the average intensity observed is proportional to

A. E?+Eg
B. E7- E?

c. (& * E)2
D.0
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13. A large stone is dropped in a still pond generating water waves' The amplitude of a

g"n"rut.d rvave is 15 cm at a distance I cm from ttre center where the stone is dropped'

ihen the amplitude of the wave at 100 cm from the center is

A. 6.75 cm

B. 9.0 cm

C. 2.25 cm

D. 4.5 cm

14. consider yourself walking with a velocity tr towards a mirror, in a straight line forming

an angle a with bhe plane of the mirror. Assuming that you and your image are

symmetric relative to the plane of the mirror, the velocity u, at which you approach

your image is

A. usina

B. 2usina

C.2sina
D. 2u cosa

15. Which of the following statements is correct for a liquid flowing with the velocity

components given bY
't)r : 3ry * A2, 1)o : $ rY *2r

A. steady incompressibie flow n not possible

B. steady incompressible of flpw is possible

C. steadY flow is Possible

D. steady, compressible flow is not possible

16. Water is filled in a cylindrical container upto a height .I/' A small hole is made at the

side wall at a depth 
-h 

b"lo* the 
"vater 

surface. The distance from the container's base

at which the flowing water strikes the floor is

A.+
B.

c. 2Jh@4
D 2JE6=E

17. The radius of a water pipe reduces from 10 cm to 5 cm' If the average velocity of water

in the wider portior ir i m/sec, then the a.verage velocity in the narrower region is

A. 16 m/sec

B. 1 mfsec

C. 8 m/sec

D. 32 m/sec
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1g. An engine is being operated between two heat reservoirs at temperatures 100 K and

300 K. The maximum efficiency of the engine is

A. 113

B. 213

c. 4ls

D. 413

1g. Consider an amount of heat Q transferred between two heat reservoirs at temperatures

fi and Tz(\ > ?2). Then the change in entropy is

A. f,,r,m1rt1rr1

D. ffitr' - rr)
20. If the pressure of a gas, at temperature ?, in a closed container is decreased then the

mean free path of gas molecules will

A. increase first then decrease

B. decrease

C. increase

D. remain the same

21. which of the following Boolean expressions is not valid?

A. A+(BC):(A+B)(A+C)
B. A(B + C) : (AB) + (AC) 

\
C. A+ AB: A+ B
D. A+l,B:A+B

22. A BJT whose base.emitter and base-collector junctions are forward biased is said to

be operating in

A. active region

B. saturation region

C. reverse active region

D. cut-off region
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23. The current flowing through a n-type semiconductor is

A. only due to electrons

B. only due to holes

C. sum of both electron and hole currents in same direction
D. sum of both electron and hole currents in opposite directions

24. Let rn be the mass of the electron, e its charge and n the principal quanturn number.
The allowed energy states of the electron in the Bohr model of the Hydrogen atom are

A. -me4 l(8eltfnz)
B. -mea f (8eoh2n2)

C. -mea l$e2"hn2)

D. -n'tea f (4elh2n2)

25. In the photoelectric effect experiment, if we increase the intensity of the incident light,
then

A. the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons increase

B' the kinetic energy of the ernitted electrons decreases because the number of
electrons emitted increase

C. the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons does not change but the number of
electrons emitted increases

D' both the kinetic energv and the number of electrons ernitted increase
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SECTION. B

26. Two vectors in Cartesian coordinates axe defined as

d:sin(r)i+j+cos(r),h

and
b-:sin(r)i-j*cos(r)i

for some parameter t. Then these two vectros are said to be

A. parallel to each other

B. perpendicular to each other

C. make an angle t between them

D. not related to each other

If rlt"(r) : 'uo(r) and r/r (r) : u1(r) + a$"(r) for a ( z
orthogonal to {,(r) if

A. o: -,,t,, fu,1;rra,(lrlt.l' J 
"\

Nfbts' ": W J" 
thlurdr

c. *: -# f,u 
r;u,0,

7fbD' ": W J" 
t[iuodr

If o is a non-zero, positive constant, [ (Llar) dr is

A. alnlrl + C

B. lnlrl +ial+C
C. (Lla)lnr -t C

D. lnlanl + C

Given z : tr * iy, en" reduces to

A. (cos z * i sin r) e-u

B. (cos r * i, sin r) ea

C. (cosr - zsinr) (cosg - isiny)
D. (cosr * isinr) (cosgr - zsing)

( b then p1(z) will be

29.
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80. The series,,S : 1 * i + * + i + * +.....,

A. converges

B. diverges

C. oscillates

D. convergence can not be tested

3i. Which of the following is not a property of a general group

A. closure

B. associative law

C. distributive law

D. existance of inverse for every element

32. The value of the integral

is

A. rl2 \'---'-/

B rl4
c. tl6
D rl8

33. If , :land u : Sbt2.tiren I ist"dr
A. Sbl2at

B. -6bt3la
C. 3btlo,

D. -et2l6b

34. If Et: rai+Zazj *3rz[ and Ez:y2i+ (2rs + r')j *2yz[ then

A. both are not static electric fields

B. both are static electric fields

C. only -d1 is a possible static electric field

D. only E2 is a possible static electric field

10

Io' 
o, 

lo- 
u au
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35, Two vectors on a plane are given as d= gi+Sj and 5:4i+ fOj. the plane is then
defined by the vector

A. 50[
B. 10k

C. 0ic

D. I5A

36. A particle at rest has a lifetime of 3 psec. An observer measures the speed of this
particle to be 3c/5. The distance traveled by this particle, measured by the observer,
is

A. ffx10-6m
B. f x10-6m
C. $x10-6m
D. ffx10-6m

37. The initial and final positions of a particle moving in the two-dimensional space are
(1,5) and (-3,7). The displacement and the distance traveled by this particle are

A. _4i',==ZL 2\/5

B. 4i +2j,2\/E
c. 4i -2j,2\fr
D. -4i + 2j,2t/6

38. A block of mass is attached to a pair of springs connecied in series. Both the springs
havesame spring constant k. The period of oscillations of the block is 7r. The period
of oscillations of the same block attached to the same springs, connected in parallel is
72. The ratio ft : ?2 is

A. 2:t
B. 1:2
C. 4:L
D. I:4

39. One end of a spring is fixed to a rigid support and a body of mass rn is attached to the
other end such that the spring hangs vertically downwards. The unstretched length of
the spring is J and it has a spring consta^nt /r. The extension of the spring (z) when
the body is in equilibrium is

Lm9
2k

El -mg2lc

c.ry
D-ry

11
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A particle whose mass varies with time, moves under the influence of a force F. If ?
is the kinetic energy and y' is the momentum of this particle, which of the following
equation is valid

A. #:#
B. #@r): #
c. *@D : *F .F
D. *@r): F .F

The radius of the Earth is 6400 km and that of Saturn is 60000 km. The mass of
Saturn is 95 times that of the Earth. If a block weighs 10 N on the Earth, its weight
on Saturn is

A. 950 ltr

B 878.90 N

c. 10.81 N

D. 8349.61 N

A flat circular.disc of radius R carries a uniforrn surface charge density o. The potential
at a distance z'peqrendicularly above the centre of this disk is * (t/WTV - z). fhe
electric field at z is

,,\A. *(r_ffi)
n n ( 

' t)D. tr\;w- /
^ _/ \c. u? (1 - aryl

/\D. *(.1 _rfu)
Charges Q., : 2x 10-6 C and Qz : Lx 10-6 C are placed at the corners P and Q of" a
square of side 5 cm as shown in figure. The work done in moving a, charge 1 x 10-6 C
from corner R to S is given by
g5cmR

A. 0.053 J

B. 0.53 i
c. 1.06 J

D. 0.106 J

41,

42.

43.
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44.

13

A conducting circular loop is placed in a uniform magnetic field B :0.A2 T with its
plane perpendicular to the field. If the radius of the loop starts shrinking at a constant

rate of 1.0 mm s-1, the induced e.m.f. on the loop at an instant when its radius is 2

cm, is

A. 5pY
B. 5mV

C. 2.5 mV

D. 2.5 p,Y

Two circular coils of radius R arc placed at a distance R from each other as shown

in figure. They both carry equal current z in the same direction. The magnitude of

magnetic field at the mid point p between two coils is

The acceleration of a solid cylinder of radius ,R and mass M rolling down an inclined

plane of inclination d is

A.2ssin1l3
B.49sin9l3
C. 29 cosA

D. 2s cos0 f 3

A compound pendulum has mass M, length -L and moment of inertia 16 about its

center of mass. If the pendulum is made to oscillate with a small angular displacement

I, then the square of its angular velocity is

A. MLslIs
B. MLslUs+ ML2)

C. MLglUo - ML')
D. MLsl2(Is+ IvlL2)

45.

Fox
zrtn
41""i
sGE
8u"i

5y'5R

0

A.

B.

C.

D.

46.

47.
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48.

t4

Consider a simple telescope whose objective and eyepiece are convex lenses with a

common focal point in betweer,r them. To achieve an angular magnification of 10 using

a 1.0 m focal length objective lens, the separation between the two lenses should be

A. 1.1 m

B. 1.0 m

C. 0.9 m

D. 1.5 m

Consider two horizontally held glass plates separated by a thin film of air between them.

This system is illuminated by light of wavelength 488 nm and observed in reflection.

The first three thicknesses for which the air film appears bright are

A. 0, 122 nm, 366 nm

B. A,722 nm,244 nm

C. 722 nm,366 nm, 610 nm

D. I22 nm,244 nm,488 nm

A polarizer P is pfq,ced between a crossed polarizer-analyzer pair. The optic of axis of P

,rruk", an angle d'with respect to that of the analyzer. If t'he intensity of incident light

is .Io, neglecting losses due to reflection and absorption at the polarizers, the intensity

of the transmitted light is

A. Iocos2 a

B. Ios\nz 2a

c. !I^"o"'2o
8"

D. !I^"rn'ro
8"

49.

50.

51. Consider a plane wave incident on a doubie slit, each of width trr, separated by a

distance d. Keeping ,u., fixed, if tC is varied, the distance at which the central bright

maximum changes to a minimum is

A. 3wl2

B. ,fz.
C. w12

D. 2wl3
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Consider a point source of light kept at a distance outside a transparent, solid cylinder
on its axis and near the end face (base). The minimum refractive index of the material
of the cylinder for which noue of the rays entering the base will emerge from the curved
surface is

A. 2.0

B. 1..414

c. 1.515

D. 1.586

Consider two sinusodial waves with same frequency and traveling in the same direc-
tion having a n f 2 phase difference between them. If the arnplitudes of the waves are

respectively 6.0 cm and 8.0 cm, the a,mplitude of the resultant wave is

A.

B.

C.

52.

53.

100 cm

14cm\
1

5.29 ci
D. 10 cm

54. Consider rain drops falling through air with terminal velocity V7 cmf s. Two rain drops

of same size coalesce into one while falling, the terminal velocity of this nerv droplet is

A. Vr

B. 2r/3 Vr

C. 4Ll3 Vr

D. 2Vr

55. A liquid of density p flows as shown in the figure below' Pt,At,?.t1 and Pz,Az,u2 cor-

respond respectively to the pressure, cross-sectional area and flow velocity at the two
positions 1 and 2. The flow velocitv at position 2 is

A. Ar\m

(P"-P,\
ffi

D. ^ l-Tpr-P)n2v v(4:AT
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56.

16

Consider a dam of width u.r wherein water of density p is filled upto a height H from
the floor level. The resultant force on the vertical wall of the dam is

A. *pg, n'
B, pgwH2

C. ipg.u
D. ipgrH'

A 700 g solid cube of length 10 cm floats partially in water. The volume of the portion
of the cube floating above the water level is (density of water is 1000 kg --').
A. 1000 cm3

B. 700 cm3

C. 300 cm3

D. d,00 cm3

The work done in stretching a wire of I mm2 cross section and 2 rn long through 0.1

mm ( Young's modulus is 2 x 1011 AI/rn2) is

A. 5 x10-3 J

B. 5 x10-4 J

C. 1 x10-s J

D. 1 x10-a J

A spherical soap bubble of radius 0.01 m is formed inside another soap bubble of radius

0.02 m. The radius of single bubble which will have an excess pressure equal to the

difference in pressure between the inside of the inner bubble and the outside of the

large bubble is equal to

A. 6.67 xl0-3 m

B. 7.67 x10-3 m

C. 5.67 x10-3 m

D. 3 x10-3 m

A g* is compressed reversibly from the initial state (P1, yr) to the final state (P2, V2)'

During the compression process the pressure and volume are related by the equation

PVl : constant. Then the work done by the gas is

0

PzVz*PtVt
7-1

PzVz*PtVt
l+"y

PzVz-PrVt
1-t

57.

58.

59.

60.

A.

B.

C.

D.
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61.

77

A gas is compressed in a piston-cylinder assembly from the initial state (p1,[) to a
final state (Pz,vz). The pressure-volume rerationship during the comprerri* pro."r,
is P : a * bv, where a and b are constants. Then the worklone on the gas is

A' (Pz + P)(vz -Vj
B. Pr+PzV, - V)
C. (P, - Y;(vztvn

A rapidly spinning paddle wheel raises the temperature of 200 mL of water from 2I" C
to 25o C. Then the increase in internal energy of water is (the specific heat of water is
4200 JlKg and the density of water is 1000 kg/*t)

A. 4200 J

B. 3200 J

c. 4360 J

D. -3360 J

Consider one mole of an ideal gas undergoing an adiabatic process. For this process
which one of the following statements is not correct

A. Td,S:dE*pdV*p,dN
B. pV:RT
C. 4B: -pdV
D. pV1 - constant

Which one of the follorving is not a Maxwell's relation for thermodynamics

D

62.

63.

64.

,t 0Sr Ont11. d7lr': dfrlv
B #l': ?#lo
11 dSt EVr\,. 6$lT: filn
D. #l': -#i"

65. If energy (e) distribution formula for an ideal gas in
atrrre ? is given bV dlf. 6 6i u-e/ksTde (where j is a
distribution of the system is proportional to

A. U2 
"-rnu2/2mkrT 

du

B. ,2i U-rnu2 /2mkeT d,u

C. ,2i-L u-ma2/2mksT 4,
D. u2j*l 

"-,n 
2/2rnkeT 

4u

therma! equilibrium at temper-
real number), then the velocity
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66. The Thevenin's voitage and resistance across the terminals a and b are

20fi 10Q

A. 12 V, 20 S)

B. 6V,20f)
c. 6v, 10Q

D. 12 V, 30 f'

The total impedance of the circuit shown in the following figure is

R=10f,1 Xc=20Q

A. 10 -j20

B. I0 +j40
c. r0 -j40

D. 20 +j20

The forward volta,ge drop across the diode shown in figure is zero'

r.m.s components of the output voltage respectively are

A.

B.

C.

D.

18

t)i.

68. The average and

s

li

i

10 10
fr, ,/z
10 10
zr) 2

10 10
nr&,
10 10
2r1 2
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69. If the output signal V'1of. a clamper, shown in the following figure, is identicai to its
input signal Vin then

A. probably the diode is opened and the capacitor is shorted

B. probably the diode is shorted and the capacitor is opened

C. both the diode and capacitor are opened

D, the circuit is opera,ting norma,lly

The current (fu) that is flowing through the load resistor (.8;) in the circuit below

An a.c voltage sollrce) a resistor and an ideal capacitor are connected in ser'ies. The
r.m.s voltage measured across the resistor and capacitor are 3 V and 4 V respectivelv.
The r.rn.s voltage of the input a.c. source is

A. 7V
B. 1V
C. 5V
D. \av

The de Broglie wavelength of electrons (*.:9.1 x 10-31 Kg and e:1.6 x 10-re C)
accelerated frorn rest through a potentiai difference of I,' (volts) is

70.

il,
ilJ
&

71.

72.

A. 1fE/V nm

lTsp nm

15ltfr nm

1f,1t.s n^

B.

C.

D.

t
ir* 'E2

t
a

f

2R
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A collimated beam of neutral atoms sent through an inhomogeneous magnetic field in
Stern-Gerlach experiment splits into 7 equally spaced lines. The total angular mornen-
tum of the atom is

A.7
8.6
c.5
D.3

Consider a Rutherford scattering experiment in which 2 MeV alpha particles were
incident on a thin gold ( ,nArtnt ) foil. The distance of closest approach is

A. 228 fm
n rFa fI]. OU / IIII

C. 114 fm

D. L97 fm

Four moles of a radioactive material decays into 0.5 moles in 90 seconds. Then the
disintegration constant is

A. 0:6!3 s-l
B. 0:6j)3 s-1
r\ S.693'^ - 1\,' -ls-s.
D' 0:6:93s-i

74.

75.


